Notifications Management Committee

Minutes from Feb 14, 2013 meeting

Present:  Mitchell Bills; Margaret Das (Co-Chair); Jodi Gil (Alt); Corey Hannah (Co-Chair); Sobeira Latorre; Erin Larkin; Gregory Robbins; Jennifer Ruggiero; Cindy Simoneau; Derek Taylor; Sophia Myers (UCF secretary)

Absent: Helen Marx; Elizabeth Rodriguez-Keyes; Troy Rondinone

Call to Order: 9:35 a.m.

I. Announcements:
   NMC has an email account nmc@southernct.edu!

II. Old Business:

New course proposal
PSC 240 Introduction to Political Thought

   Motion to APPROVE; (Cindy Simoneau; 2nd Jennifer Ruggiero)
   Vote: 9-0-0

I. New Business

New course proposal
**MUS 250 Arts & Ideas: Experiencing the Arts in New Haven

   Motion to TABLE pending clarifications; (Cindy Simoneau; 2nd Corey Hannah)
   Vote: 8-0-0

SOC 344 Medical Sociology

   Motion to APPROVE; (Cindy Simoneau; 2nd Derek Taylor)
   Vote: 8-0-0

GEO 190 Exploring Geography: Opportunities and Your Future

   Motion to APPROVE with clarifications; (Sobeira Latorre; 2nd Cindy Simoneau)
   Vote: 9-0-0

GEO 290 Research Methods in Geography

   Motion to TABLE; (Erin Larkin; 2nd Corey Hannah)
   Vote: 9-0-0
GEO 360 Introduction to GIS

Motion to **APPROVE** with clarifications; (Cindy Simoneau; 2nd Sobeira Latorre)
Vote: 9-0-0

GEO 403 Applied Sustainability

Motion to **APPROVE** with clarifications; (Derek Taylor; 2nd Sobeira Latorre)
Vote: 9-0-0

GEO 405 Environmental Justice

Motion to **APPROVE** with clarifications; (Erin Larkin; 2nd Derek Taylor)
Vote: 9-0-0

**Revised Course Proposals**

GEO 205 Economic Geography I

Motion to **APPROVE**; (Jennifer Ruggiero; 2nd Erin Larkin)
Vote: 9-0-0

Geo 490 Seminar in Geographic Thought
Motion to **APPROVE** with clarifications; (Corey Hannah; 2nd Sobeira Latorre)
Vote: 9-0-0

**Revised Program Proposals**

BA Geography
BS Geography: GISc & T
BS Geography: Secondary Education
BS Geography: Sustainability

Motion to **TABLE** four RPPs from Geography; (Cindy Simoneau; 2nd Jennifer Ruggiero)
Vote: 9-0-0

**III. Meeting Adjourned:** 10:50 am

**LEP Courses**